
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

EUROPLANT at the Potato Europe 2017 

Wide range of high-quality seed potatoes 

 

Lüneburg, September 2017. “25 years serving the potato – a story of success”: This 

was the motto of EUROPLANT Pflanzenzucht GmbH in its anniversary year at the 

Potato Europe 2017. “For a quarter of a century we have been working for the benefit 

of farmers who acquire our seeds and rely on our quality standards”, said managing 

director Jörg Renatus. “We will continue to work with this in mind for the next 25 

years.” The Potato Europe fair in 2017 in Emmeloord in the Netherlands is one of the 

most important international industry platforms. On 14 September 2017 at stand 

C220, the company from Lüneburg presented a wide selection of more than one 

hundred varieties, thus underlining the high quality standards of its products. 

 
24 varieties presented at the trade fair 

EUROPLANT presented 24 varieties to trade visitors. This year’s highlights included 

the waxy Glorietta variety. It impressed with a very early to early maturing time, a deep 

yellow flesh and an elongated shape. EUROPLANT also highlighted the table potato 

varieties Georgina, Montana and Ivetta, which have become quickly established on 

the market since their launch. As the largest propagation organisation of organic seed 

potatoes in Germany, EUROPLANT also presented a number of varieties from 

organic propagation, such as the varieties Allians, Jelly, Regina and Venezia. “For us, 

the fair is an important platform that allows us to engage in dialogue with our 

international customers about the 2017/18 marketing period and to make initial sales”, 

said Renatus. 



Satisfactory demand  

Demand from overseas for EUROPLANT’s varieties is once again excellent. We are 

expecting the first orders from European customers in the coming weeks. The market 

situation, especially in Western Europe, is still uncertain due to harvest delays caused 

by the weather. However, according to available surveys the supply of seed potatoes 

will be adequate. 

 
About EUROPLANT: 

EUROPLANT is an innovative international trading company for seed potatoes active in more than 70 

countries. The EUROPLANT group of companies distributes a total of approximately 225,000 tonnes of 

seed potatoes worldwide, 135,000 tonnes of which in the German market.  In addition to the exclusive 

global distribution of protected varieties, EUROPLANT offers customers a comprehensive portfolio of 

service and advice, thus meeting customer needs in the different markets. With its new varieties, the 

company makes a valuable contribution to ecological, sustainable and efficient agriculture. 

 
 

For more information:  
EUROPLANT Pflanzenzucht GmbH 
Wulf-Werum-Str. 1, 21337 Lüneburg 
Tel.: (04131) 7480-05, email: info@europlant.biz 

 

Engel & Zimmermann AG 
Dr Matthias Glötzner / Sybille Geitel 
Am Schloßpark 15, 82131 Gauting 

Tel.: (089) 893 563-3, email: info@engel-zimmermann.de 
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